GD & PI Dates and centers

- **Mumbai:** 2nd April 2016 onwards  
  *Venue:* SIES College of Management Studies, Nerul, Navi Mumbai –400706  
  *Contact details:* 022-61083425

- **New Delhi:** Only on 2nd and 3rd April, 2016  
  *Venue:* Venue: Green Fields School, A-2 Block, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi- 110029  
  *Contact person:* Dr .Nitin Vazirani, Dean-HR  
  *Contact details:* 09819364846, email-vazirani.nitin@gmail.com  
  *Contact person:* Ms. Ira Kumar, Placement Head  
  *Contact details:* 09987037191, email-irakumar13@gmail.com

- **Jaipur:** Only on 4th April, 2016  
  *Venue:* Career Launcher, 33 Everest Colony, Near Apex Mall, Lal kothi, Jaipur  
  *Reporting Time:* 10.00 a.m. Those not applied can directly come with the form, documents and demand draft.  
  *Contact person:* Dr .Nitin Vazirani, Dean-HR  
  *Contact details:* 09819364846, email-vazirani.nitin@gmail.com  
  *Contact person:* Ms. Ira Kumar, Placement Head, and SIESCOMS  
  *Contact details:* 09987037191, email-irakumar13@gmail.com

- **Ahmedabad:** Only on 3rd April, 2016  
  *Venue:* Hotel Ginger Ahmedabad, Behind Himalaya Mall, Drive in Road, Ahmedabad-380052  
  *Contact person:* Prof. Manoj Bagesar, Faculty - Finance  
  *Contact details:* 09967893839, email- manoj.bagesar@siescoms.edu

- **Bengaluru:** Only on 10th April, 2016  
  *Venue:* Institution of Agricultural Technologists, Queens Rd, Vasanth Nagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560051  
  *Contact person:* Dr. Chitra Ramanan, Chairperson - PGDM (Pharma & Biotech)  
  *Contact details:* 09323652205, email- chitra.ramanan38@gmail.com

- **Nagpur:** Only on 10th April, 2016  
  *Venue:* Chitnavis Centre, 56 Temple Road, Civil Lines, Nagpur - 440001  
  *Contact Person:* Prof. Parag Amin, Dean - Innovations  
  *Contact details:* 09820424420, email- parag@siescoms.edu

- **Bhopal:** Only on 3rd April, 2016  
  *Venue:* Shriram Advertising FF-6, Alaknanda Complex, MP Nagar, zone 1, Bhopal
Contact person: Prof. Vilas Chaudhari, Dean - Operations
Contact details: 08805812166, email - vilasykc@gmail.com